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1. Introduction
1.1. Objective & Methodology
The intent of this report is to outline principle information pertinent to the development 5 singlebedroom houses in Teslin, Yukon. The report includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Introduction
Summary of project scope and intent
Climactic Information
Site Analysis
Housing Design
Proposed materials and envelope assemblies
Mechanical Report
Electrical Report
Schedule and next steps
Appendix

1.2. Project Team
Client

Deisleen Development Corporation
Mark Wickham
acrosstheriver.mark@gmail.com

TAG

Taylor Architecture Group– Consultants
Simon Taylor, Principal
simon@tagyk.com
867-920-2728
Tyler Fissel, Architectural Designer (Day-to-day Contact)
tyler@tagyk.com
867-393-2700

1.3. Documentation obtained to date
•
•
•

Teslin Zoning Bylaw and Zoning Map (2020)
Village of Teslin Official Community Plan (2020)
Surveyed Site Plan

1.4. Documentation Pending
•

Geotechnical Report – DDC indicated the TTC may have a recent report available – TBD

1.5. Visits to Site
•

Sept 22: initial site visit
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2. Summary of Scope of Work
2.1. Community Brief
Teslin is an Inland Tlingit community located on the shores of Teslin Lake on the Alaska Highway
approximated 180km South of Whitehorse. The Teslin Tlingit Council (TTC) is a self-governing nation
with a population of approximately 800 citizens, 300 of which live in Teslin. The overall population of
Teslin is approximately 450 residents. The Deisleen Development Corporation (DDC), our client,
operates separately from the TTC and has the mandate to serve all community members, not just TTC
Citizens.

Teslin

Figure 1. Teslin Location (courtesy of Google maps)

2.2. Scope Overview
TAG was retained to provide two options for the design and construction of five (5) individual onebedroom housing units on a single lot in Teslin, YT. The requirements for each house was the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size: 624 sqft (58m2) for each unit
Arctic entrance vestibule (used as storage as well)
In-house laundry
Kitchen (Apartment size fridge/freezer, double sink, electric range/stove, microwave)
Washroom (tub/shower, toilet, sink)
One bedroom with closet
Provide storage – possibly part of vestibule, possibly separate
Baseboard heating, electric preferred (consider the potential to hook up to district heating)
Service Room – to have direct access from the exterior
Water tank – common tank can be considered for all 5 units, with metered water usage
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• Site Services – septic will be connected to village sewer system
Other considerations with regards to design and construction of the house, as noted by the DDC, were
the following (preferred construction methodology noted in section 6):

2.2.1. Budget
The budget is to be $300/sqft, which will dictate finishes and overall design approach.
Construction is currently underway on four tiny homes in the community which are 580sqft
each constructed for $225/sqft and have been designed to be minimalistic and very affordable.
The proposed houses are meant to be slightly larger and more up-scale than the tiny homes.

2.2.2. Local Capacity
DDC indicated there are many skilled workers, carpenters, and contractors in the community
capable of completing small scale projects. It may be possible to use almost exclusively all local
labour (except for mechanical and electrical trades). TAG reviewed the possibility of using local
lumber mills to utilize rough-cut lumber but determined that this will not be feasible to use for
building materials.

2.2.3. Residents
The intended residents for the proposed housing range from young professionals (teachers,
government workers, etc) to TTC elders. The housing must be adaptable and keep accessibility
in mind.
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3. Climactic Information
3.1. Temperature
The average temperature for each month of the year in Teslin is shown below. The average values were
taken from sample data, as recorded by Environment Canada from 1981-2016.

Figure 2. Daily average high (red) and low (blue) temperature Teslin, with 25th and 75th and 10th to 90th percentile
bands. The thin dotted lines are the corresponding average perceived temperatures

3.2. Precipitation
The average precipitation for each month of the year in Teslin is shown below. The average values were
taken from sample data, as recorded by Environment Canada from 1981-2016

Figure 3. Monthly average liquid-equivalent snowfall (solid line) and accumulated over the course of a sliding 31
day period, centred on the day in question, with 25th to 75th and 10th to 90th percentile bands. Thin dotted line is
the corresponding average rainfall
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3.3. Wind
Prevailing winds in Teslin come from the East (prevailing) and west (secondary). Figure 3 below shows a
wind rose for Teslin, taking record information from Jan 1971 to March 2020.

Figure 4. Wind Rose - Teslin
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3.4. Sun
In Teslin, the days shorten in the winter months, but the community never experiences 24hrs of day or
night. The shortest day of the year is December 15, with sunrise at 9:56am and sunset at 3:42pm. Longest
day of the year is June 22, with sunrise at 4:24am and sunset at 11:20pm. Spring solstice has sunrise at
about 9am and sunset at 7pm.

Figure 5. Sunrise and Sunset – Teslin
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Figure 6. Solar exposure chart - Sun Elevation and Azimuth

4. Site Analysis
4.1. Site Description
4.1.1. Site Location
The proposed site is Lot 5, Block 20 on Fox Street, which is owned by the village. The lot is in
proximity of the store/gas station and highway and is within walking distance to the main village
and recreation centres.
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Gas Station
Teslin School

a

Proposed Site

Figure 7. Proposed Site Location – Community Plan (courtesy of Google Maps

Fox Street

Site

Figure 8. Proposed Site Plan
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4.1.2. Physical Site Conditions

Figure 9. Photo of Site

The lot is currently fully treed and is primarily flat with full sunshine to the south. The lot is
2088sqm (22,475 sqft). The vegetated/trees areas are shown in Figure 9 in green.
The site is accessed via Fox Street to the north, with Nisutlin Drive (main road) located south of
the site (site is not directly accessed from Nisutlin Drive). Pedestrian movement onto the site
would also primarily be from Fox Street.
No geotechnical report has been provided as of yet but, based on the DDC’s local knowledge, it
was indicated that there are no concerns regarding permafrost in the community and that no
foundation issues (majority of house foundations in the community are permanent wood
foundations) have been observed throughout the community. It was noted that the site is likely
situated on glacial till.
TAG, never-the-less, recommends the DDC proceeding with at minimum a desktop geotechnical
report prior to proceeding with the project design.
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4.1.3. Site Environmental Factors

Figure 10. Site Plan Study

Key environmental considerations for the site include:
1. Sun/Daylight – With the narrow shape of the site (in the east-west direction) positioning
of the houses must be carefully considered to ensure that each benefit from solar gain
and daylighting, without blocking light/casting significant shadows onto each other.
There are no buildings located immediately adjacent to this site so there is no
shadowing currently cast onto the site except by the existing trees.
2. Wind – A key thing to note with regards to wind is location of snow accumulation, as
well as consideration of location of parking and the service equipment, as idling vehicles
generate fumes which can blow into housing units. The Good Building Practices for
Northern Facilities document suggests locating entrances along walls that are parallel
with the wind, so that snow is pushed past the doors and does not accumulate. With the
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primary winds coming from the east, and secondary winds from the west, the units have
been oriented roughly east-west and entrances located at the north face.
3. Precipitation – The site must be graded to ensure that rain and melting snow drains
away from the site and into the village sanitary system. Information will need to be
obtained regarding location of village sanitary system lines, though it is assumed they
are located under Fox Street (to the north).

4.1.4. Infrastructure and Site Services
1. Septic System – The community has a village sewer system, which the sanitary lines for
the houses will connect to. It has been confirmed these lines are located under the road
to the north. Refer to the Mechanical Report.
2. Power – electrical power will be provided by connecting to the power poles along Fox
Street – refer to the Electrical Report
3. Heating – The community has a Biomass district heating system, but it has not yet been
expanded to this part of the community. As such, future connection to this will be
considered – refer to the Mechanical Report.
4. The mechanical building located adjacent to Fox Street at the front of the proposed site
would be approximately 22.5sqm (240sqft). This building would house the centralized
domestic water distribution for the five (5) housing units.
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5. Housing Design
5.1. Housing Layout and Design

Figure 11. Housing Layout (Plan)

Two types of housing units are proposed, typical housing unit (4 units), and the barrier-free housing
unit (1 unit). The proposed layout above has been developed with the following main design
considerations in mind:
1. Provide the programming and area requested
2. Provide views towards the south/south-west primarily, while maintaining privacy
3. Have entrance along wall parallel with the wind (north or south walls) to avoid snow buildup
4. Create a simple layout that is consistent for all houses and can be easily constructed
(consider spans and structure)
5. Consider accessibility
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6. Create a pleasant, flexible interior living space
It should be noted that, depending on the mechanical approach (one service building servicing all
of the houses vs equipment in each unit) mechanical tanks and equipment may be located in the
crawlspace of each house.
The unit area has increased slightly once the building gross up is considered. The overall building
area for the typical housing units is 65.4sqm (704sqft) and the barrier-free unit is slightly larger at
72.4sqm (780sqft).

5.2. Housing Arrangement – Detached Houses

Figure 12. Site Plan
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TAG proposes separate, detached houses for the housing units. This approach responds to the
environmental factors of the site, takes into account wind direction and location of sun, and also
prioritizes views. The arrangement and orientation of the houses also allows for each house to be
identical in terms of layout, allowing for the same structural design as well as mechanical and
electrical layouts to remain the same; this decreases complexity as well as design and construction
cost.
The narrow site means there is little room for providing an access road down the east or west side,
thus necessitating one service building at the north side of the site which service vehicles can readily
access (for filling up water tank, mainly). The client identified proceeding with one large centrally
located water tank is desirable with water meters tracking water usage for each unit.
The unit closest to the street will be the required barrier-free unit and is slightly larger than the
other units.

Figure 13. North-West Isometric View

Figure 14. South-East Isometric View
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5.2.1. Benefits of this design are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Layout (and, thus, design and construction) of each house is identical
Clear views towards the south (towards the river) are provided for all houses
Privacy is maintained for each house - little opportunity for views into each other’s unit
as well as no shared walls so less sound transmittance
Entrances are located on wall parallel to the wind, minimizing snow build up
Greater sense of individuality and sense of one’s own space for each house
Shared garden area provided
Service building may not be required (can be downsized to just a small storage building)
if water tanks provided in each house

5.2.2. Downsides to this design are:
•
•
•

Three of the houses are quite far from the road, meaning long runs for septic
Houses are relatively far from the service building, meaning that long runs for water
would be required (unless access road added to allow for individual tanks in each house)
Less efficient in terms of heating as there are more perimeter wall for each house (no
shared walls)

5.2.3. Summary
This approach provides individual houses that are separate and distinct. The location of these
houses and how they have been oriented on the site allows for each house to have views
towards the south while maintaining a sense of privacy. This approach also simplifies the design
of each house as identical layouts are used for all, meaning that the same structural approach
and mech/elec layouts can be used, simplifying order of material and construction. The
downside of this option is that the south-most units are relatively far from the road, making for
longer service runs.
This approach also could be easily replicated for future development. Identical units can be built
elsewhere in the community as varying clusters (pending potential future sites).

Figure 15&16. Isometric Views or housing unit.
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6. Materials and Envelope Assemblies
The materials and construction approach proposed for these houses is based on the following key
considerations:
1. Affordability (meet budget of $300/ft2)
2. Simplicity of construction (potential to be done by local tradespeople and workforce)
3. Potential for use of local materials
The following section describes the typical construction approach for housing in Teslin, the proposed
construction approach for this project, proposed assemblies and proposed materials and finishes. TAG
has referred to the “Good Building Practices for Northern Facilities” documents put out by the
Government of the Northwest Territories and Government of Nunavut as baseline guidelines.

6.1. Typical Housing Construction in Teslin

Figure 6. Tiny Houses in Teslin, using typical construction approach in the community

Residential construction in the community utilizes almost exclusively Permanent Wood Foundations
(PWF). The following wall assembly was indicated to be typical throughout community housing projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cladding (natural looking/durable cladding preferred)
Strapping
Weather barrier
Halo Exterra Insulation (breathable)
2x6 Wood Stud
Poly vapour barrier
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•
•

2x3 horizontal strapping
GWB or other cladding material (T&G, plywood and battens, etc.)

*Manufactured wood trusses have been noted as acceptable for the roof assembly.

Figure 7. Typical Housing Wall Assembly in Teslin

TAG has the following concerns with the typical wall assembly used in housing in Teslin:
• Low R-value (insulation value). R23 effective is below the suggested wall insulation value
of R-30 per the Good Building Practices for Northern Facilities document by the GNWT
and GNU
• Little lateral stability (no lateral structural support, therefore metal cross-bracing or
inset shear panels required to be added)
• Potential vapour trap (if water gets into the assembly there is nowhere for the water to
get out) – Halo Exterra used in this manner is technical NBCC compliant per 9.25.5.1, but
only just

6.2. Proposed Wall Assemblies
TAG would like to propose wall assemblies with higher insulation values, more lateral stability and
greater vapour permeability. This will create a more robust and energy-efficient envelope.

6.2.1. Wall Assembly Option 1
The first option would be to go with a very similar assembly to the “Typical Teslin housing wall
assembly” but to use 38x184 wood studs (instead of 38x140mm studs) and more insulation to
address some of the issues listed above. This option reaches an effective r-value of R32, which
surpasses the minimum recommended r-value suggested by the Good Building Practices for
Northern Facilities.
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Figure 8. Suggested Wall Assembly Option 1

Items to consider for this assembly:
• Uses deeper stud sizes (more expensive and unnecessary structurally)
• More expensive than “Typical Teslin Housing Wall Assembly”

6.2.2. Wall Assembly Option 2
The second option would be an assembly which uses 38x140 wood studs but with more
outsulation (insulation exterior of the structure). The outsulation is kept to 4” (100mm) deep so
that typical attachment systems for the cladding strapping (nails) can be used. This obtains the
same R-value as option 1 while keeping the stud sizes down and construction straight-forward.

Figure 9. Suggested Wall Assembly Option 2

Items to consider for this assembly:
• More expensive than “Typical Teslin Housing Wall Assembly”
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Figure 10. Image from Roxul of strapping nailing through exterior, rigid mineral wool insulation

TAG recommends talking to local tradespeople and contractors to determine which approach
they feel most comfortable with and would like to proceed with. Both obtain the same r-value
and require similar amounts of material (less rigid insulation but deeper wood studs for option
1) so it is down to what is simplest to build from their perspective.

6.2.3. Proposed Cladding
Due to the budgetary considerations and desire to maintain a “residential” look, TAG is
proposing to use CanExel 9“ Lap Ced’R-Vue Wood Composite Cladding. This product looks like a
traditional ship-lap wood siding, comes in various pre-finished colour options and is warrantied
in the territories (many traditional and affordable residential cladding products, such as HardieBoard, are not).

Figure 11. CanExel Ced’R-Vue Lap Siding

TAG also proposed using a different cladding colour for each housing unit for Option 2 (individual,
detached houses), as well as a few different colours for Option 1. The suggested finishes are:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Scotia blue
Mist Grey
Yellowstone
Granite
Sandalwood
Cliffside (storage/service building)

6.3. Proposed Roof Assembly
TAG has proposed using wood trusses with blown in insulation.

Figure 12. Proposed Roof Assembly

Items to note:
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•
•
•
•

Insulation thickness can easily be adjusted, all you need to do is coordinate the height of the
heel on the truss
Insulation baffles required between roof trusses
Poly could also be installed on u/s of trusses instead of taping joints
Can increase depth of strapping space to allow for ventilation ducts. Current size only
accommodates electrical conduit

The shape of the truss, however, could be adjusted to provide higher ceilings in the living space, for
example, and lower in the bedroom and washroom areas. Using trusses would allow for the roof
structure to be pre-built and ready to be installed on site, rather than having to connect joists to ridge
beams.

6.3.1. Roofing Material
Due to the budgetary considerations and desire to maintain a “residential” look, TAG is
proposing using an asphalt shingle roofing finish, in a warm grey tone so that it is neutral and
works for all cladding colours. One example is the image on the following page – Certainteed
Belmont Asphalt Shingles, finish Colonial Slate.

Figure 24. Certainteed Belmont Residential Roofing – Colonial Slate

6.4. Proposed Floor Assembly

Figure25. Proposed Floor Assembly
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Items to note:
•
•
•
•

The insulation thickness can be adjusted to match the client’s budget/r-value goals
EPS insulation that’s rated for ground contact could also be used (lower r-value per inch but
often cheaper)
Geotechnical may call for horizontal insulation skirt buried 400-600mm underground. This
allows for the foundation depth to be reduced without increasing the risk of frost heaving
Other PW foundation designs insulate the stud cavities with batt insulation, but TAG would not
recommend doing this as this assembly is at risk of being wetted from both sides

Figure 136. Proposed Gravel crawlspace floor assembly

Items to note:
•
•
•

The insulation thickness can be adjusted ot match the client’s budget/r-value goals
EPS insulation that’s rated for ground contact could also be used (lower r-value per inch but
often cheaper)
Drainage is not addressed with this assembly. May desired to add a drain or sump

6.5. Required Thermal Ratings
The funding application has indicated that the housing units are to exceed the RSI value required
by the National Building Code of Canada (NBC) by 25%. Based on section 9.36.2.6. – B of the NBC
the RSI value is required to be as follows:
-

Roof = 5.02 (R-value = 28.5)
Wall = 3.08 (R-value = 17.5)
Foundation Wall = 2.98 (R-value = 16.9)

Funding Requirements:
-

Roof = 6.27 (R-value = 35.6)
Wall = 3.85 (R-value = 21.9)
Foundation Wall = 3.72 (R-value = 21.1)

All the proposed building assemblies exceed the minimum required thermal rating by over 25%
and exceed the funding requirements.
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7. Mechanical Report
7.1. Heating System Options:
Because the client advised that the primary source of heat is to be electric, oil- or propane-based
heating options are not discussed.
The heating options are split into two distinct systems, with the future connection to a district heating
system being the primary distinction in system design:

Individual (Distributed) Heating System

Central Heating System

Pros:
Simple, Cheap, Low Maintenance
Cons:
No Ability to Connect to District Heating System

Pros:
Ability to Connect to District Heating System
Cons:
More Equipment, More Capital Building Costs,
More Maintenance, Underground Distribution

Individual Electric Baseboard in Each Unit

One Larger Central Electric Hydronic Boiler with
Heating Lines to Each Unit

The cheapest and easiest option is the electric heat is electric baseboards in each room. This system
is easy to install and operate, with little to no maintenance required for the life of the house, which
may make it better suited for these smaller units.
In order to tie into a future district heating system, however, a hydronic heating system is necessary.
This would consist of an electric boiler heating a hydronic fluid (water or glycol) located in a separate
mechanical building and distributing heat through underground piping to each house.
To provide a little more detail on both systems, please see below:

7.1.1. Electric Baseboard Heat - Cheapest & Simplest Option
Electric baseboards to heat each unit, zoned with thermostats for each room. This is by far the
simplest and lowest capital cost solution mechanically, with no additional digging required, and
no additional equipment needed (no pumps or expansion tanks) that can fail.
However as described above, using electric baseboards leaves no allowance for connection to
future district heating, and may become less affordable to heat if power rates increase.
If the ability to allow for the option of a future district heating system is important, a hydronic
heating system is required, and we recommend the following:

7.1.2. Central Hydronic System
This would essentially be a “mini” district heating system with a central mechanical/boiler
building to serve all five units. We would recommend the primary heating boiler be electric,
with the option to either have a backup boiler that is oil-fired or tie the electric boiler into the
emergency generator (this will increase the generator sizing considerably). This would also
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require installing heating lines in the ground and supplying each house with hydronic
baseboards or a fancoil.
A boiler would allow for future connection to the district heating system through a heat
exchanger, and it minimizes the added complexity of a hydronic system by centralizing all the
equipment, including heating, water and potentially the backup generator.
However, there is significantly more equipment to be maintained with this system, including the
boiler, multiple pumps, feed tanks and expansion tanks. Also, this system requires trenching
underground to bury distribution lines from the central building to each house.
It is possible for including the infrastructure at the time of initial construction for either a central
heating or district heating system to allow for possible future expansion. This option to include
the infrastructure can be explored further as the design of the housing units continues.

7.2. Domestic Water Options:
Individual vs. Central Domestic Water System:

Individual (Distributed) Water Tanks

Central Water Tanks with Distribution

Pros:
Simple, Cheap, Minimal Chance of Freezing
Pipes
Cons:
More Maintenance

Pros:
One Fill Location, and Central Maintenance
Area.
Cons:
More Equipment, More Capital Building
Costs, Underground Distribution, Heat
Tracing or Re-Circulation of Water Pipes
Required.

Individual Storage Tanks in Each House

One Larger Central Tank with Distribution to
Each House

Depending on how the final buildings are oriented on site it may not be possible to use a
distributed water tank system, due to the length of the hose from the fill truck being limited. A
central system does have many advantages in terms of less equipment and reduced filling
locations, which may make it better suited for these smaller units.

7.2.1. Individual Water Tanks
Each unit (or series of attached units) could have its own independent water tank & pump
system, with no additional underground piping required, with less chance of water pipes
freezing.
If the pump fails, then the house will have no water until it is repaired or replaced. Individual fill
locations would require more time and potentially a higher cost to fill as each may be metered
and billed out individually.
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7.2.2. Centrally Located Water Tanks
A centrally located domestic water system would consist of a single tank and duplex pressure
pumps located in a mechanical building, with an underground water pipe supplying all the
units. Individual water meters located in each unit, with a reader/display located in the
mechanical building. Water lines would be protected from freezing by heat trace (electric or
hydronic) or by a recirculating system with small pump.
With a single tank and pump system, the initial costs would be lower for equipment, and with
only one water delivery point, this can reduce the amount of time and cost of delivered water.
Having less equipment cost is countered with much higher installation costs, due to the
underground distribution main that supplies each unit. This underground piping would also
require additional heat tracing or a recirculation loop (on backup power) to stop from freezing.

7.2.3. Domestic Hot Water:
Domestic hot water will be provided by an electrically heated hot water tank or a tankless hot
water heater located in each unit. In the event of a central boiler plant, an indirect (boiler
heated) domestic hot water tank could be used with piped hot water to each unit. The only
benefit of a centrally located domestic hot water tank would be the ability to tie into the boiler
and future district heating system. If electric hot water heating is used, it is more efficient to
heat the water separately for each apartment.

7.3. Ventilation System:
The simplest ventilation system to meet code requirements for fresh air is likely a small Heat Recovery
Ventilator (HRV) exhausting air from the bathroom and delivering fresh air to the other rooms (living
room/kitchen, bedroom, etc.). The HRV can have electric defrost coils to simplify winter operation and
ensure fresh air is provided at all times of year.
Kitchen range hood provided can either exhaust directly to the outside or recirculate to the inside.
Exhausted to the outside is generally preferable as it allows the tenant to exhaust unwanted humidity or
smoke from cooking. A recirculating hood just puts the air through a filter, which does a poor job of
removing smoke and cannot remove humidity.

7.4. Fire Protection:
Housing units and any service rooms would be equipped with fire extinguishers affixed to walls in
accordance with code.
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8. Electrical Report
8.1. General
Electrical installation and systems shall be designed with functionality, comfort and safety of building
occupants in mind. In addition, each system shall be designed to match overall aesthetics of the building
as well as individual spaces, while adhering to latest codes and standards.
The electrical systems and services described within this report include:
•
•
•
•
•

Code and Standards
Electrical Load and Service
Power Backup System
Standard and Emergency Lighting
Smoke Alarm System

8.2. Codes and Standards
All electrical systems shall meet the requirements of the latest editions of all applicable codes and may
include but are not necessarily limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

National Building Code of Canada
Canadian Electrical Code
Design Requirements and Technical Standards, Government of Yukon, (latest edition)
Special requirements of the national and local inspection authorities having jurisdiction.
Any other applicable codes and standards.

8.3. Electrical Load and Service
Electrical service for residential housing buildings are typically routed overhead from utility transformers
located on nearby service poles. Size of the electrical service shall follow requirements of Canadian
Electrical Code.
Where houses are designed as individual units with mechanical and electrical system located inside a
house an individual service and utility meter is provided for the house.
Where a separate mechanical and electrical outbuilding is being considered it is more common
approach to provide single electrical service to the service building and distribute power to the houses
via metering center. Metering center would house utility meters for each house as well as a separate
meter for the service building power.
Each of the approach requires that electrical panel will be located inside the housing unit and be
accessible to the residents to meet requirements of Canadian Electrical Code.
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8.4. Standard and Emergency Lighting
Energy efficient LED type light fixtures shall be provided for all buildings. Inside houses an appropriate
residential type fixtures shall be installed while service building and spaces shall be fitted with more
robust service type lighting such as strip lighting. Where required protective cages shall be provided
inside service building and spaces.
Exteriors of the building shall have wall mounted light fixtures at each entrance to the building and by
stairs and ramps to provide safe access for residents and other users. Lights should be rated to
withstand temperatures as low as -40°C.
The colour temperature will be between 3000K and 3500K, with high colour rendering indices (CRI) in
order to provide good colour rendering of tissue.
As per the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) there is no requirement for providing any
emergency lighting or exist signs inside the residential housing units. Is there service building is being
proposed as part of the design it would be required that service building will be fitted with emergency
lighting and exit signs.
Exits signs shall be Led type and conform to CAN/CSA-C860 and NBCC and shall be of “running man”
type.

8.5. Smoke Alarm System
Line voltage type smoke alarms shall be provided inside the housing units to meet requirement of latest
edition of National Building Code of Canada. Smoke alarms shall be wired in such way that activation of
one alarm will activate alarm signals in all of the rooms fitted with alarms located inside the same
building.
It is recommended that combination type smoke alarm and carbon monoxide units are being provided
throughout the buildings to provide additional safety to the occupants.
Consideration should be given to provide service building with auto-dialer device which would then
transmit potential smoke alarm or mechanical alarm signals to central monitoring station giving.
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9. Summary/Next Steps
TAG has provided an overview of the proposed concept layout for five (5) housing units and the
description of architectural, structural, mechanical and electrical systems proposed. The next step will
be to present this report to the client group and to discuss feasibility, pros and cons and other
considerations. It is suggested that local tradespeople and contractors be brought in to be part of this
conversation to determine which approaches the local workforce would be comfortable with and feel
would be simplest and most affordable to carry out, as well as to operate and maintain.
The next steps following the meeting is to make any required revisions prior to finalizing the funding
applications (by others).

10. Appendix
Concept Drawing:
-

Site Plan
Floor Plans
Section
Elevations
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